A form of the Glimm-laffe-Spencer cluster expansion, adapted to the statistical mechanics setting, is shown to converge for certain two-body potential interactions. The theory treated corresponds to negatively charged fermions and positively charged bosons interacting by a modified Coulomb interaction-the 1/ r potential, cutoff at high and low momenta, becoming (ll r)(e-Q, -e-Y').
INTRODUCTION
In Ref. 1 a formalism was presented to adapt the semi-Euclidean approach from constructive quantum field theory to statistical mechanics. In the present paper the Glimm-Jaffe-Spencer cluster expansion 2 is shown to have a close analog in this setting. The theory treated corresponds to negatively charged fermions and positively charged bosons interacting by a modified Coulomb interaction-the 1/r potential, cutoff at high and low momenta, becoming (1/r) (e- ar -err ). For suitable values of the parameters the cluster expansion patterned after ReL 2 will be shown to converge. We hope to come back in a later paper to the y == 00 case, whose treatment should require only technical improvements over the present procedure. The methods of Ref. 3 apply to the interaction treated in the present paper, but not to the y = 00 situation. We have no definite ideas on how to treat the physically interesting case with Ci
=0, y=oo.
A knowledge of Ref. 2 is required to read the present paper. Space is cut into unit cubes-the greater flexibility of allowing other size cubes is sacrificed to agree most completely with Ref. 2. Before presenting fUrther details we point out the following similarities and differences to orient the reader. We anticipate extension of the present work to more general interactions, as well as the development of a cluster expansion for boson-fermion field theory models within the semi-Euclidean formalism.
THE CLUSTER EXPANSION
Space is filled with unit cubes {.c./}. Each.c. i is of the form ai <S Xi <S a i + 1, i == 1,2,3 for some set of integers (al, a 2 , as) . A union of such cubes is said to be intimately Note that
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(1 We now proceed to consider the interpolated Hamiltonians. A chanracteristic function for a neighborhood of the face F j is defined as follows:
With each F j is associated a parameter S j, 0"" S j "" 1. We define 
We have used the fact that a positively weighted integral of operators times their conjugates is positive.
In the general case v~ is constructed as a positively weighted sum, with total weight one, of {v~, in which (x, x) as in (2.3). There follows
We are reduced to estimating v~(x, x):
vs= _A+0!2--A+Y for the Laplacian satisfying the data in (2.4): 
A GRAND CANONICAL ESTIMATE
We define local number operators N i :
. ,
For a set of integers {QI} we want to estimate Letting D(z, V, T) be the grand canonical ensemble partition function, we see (b) Our A abbreviates II~¢(xi) (rather an essentially equivalent expression); in fact, for the sake of convergence we can pick A = 1 as this factor enters unessentially.
(c) The trace substitutes for the Euclidean space integration J d¢ s(r ).
The differentiations if are performed in (4.2) using (2.2) of Ref. Step 1: One at a time move each annihilation field ¢, I/J to the right [using (3.2) Of these terms, that can be estimated alike, we consider the first term. All the "!P(x/) in this term have associated to them, by (4.4), a path space integral (407) From the integrals to be performed we isolate the following portion of present interest: (Exponential falloffs are good enough for us; we sacrifice the actual Gaussian falloff.) Using (4.7) from Ref. arise as estimates of the exponent
